SAP KEY USER WITH FOCUS ON FI/CO (M/F/D)
In order to ensure our continuous growth and to drive it by providing an adequate infrastructure, the TGW Group starts a global
ERP implementation project. The goal is to integrate all 18 international units into the world of SAP S/4HANA.
As SAP key user for Financial Accounting and Controlling, you will be the department's first contact person for all SAP-related
questions. Furthermore, you will cooperate with SAP in-house consultants and process owners and proactively support the
mapping of internal processes in the system. You will not only be responsible for the continuous master data management, but
also for process testing and optimisation. Join us in meeting this exciting challenge by proactively contributing to a successful
ERP implementation in all departments with your independent and committed way of working.

TASKS
Active collaboration in the SAP implementation project for FI or CO and assumption of subproject management, if necessary
Definition and roll-out of test scenarios in order to check mapped processes in SAP; management and definition of optimisation
measures
Close collaboration with process owners and internal business process consultants
Creation of system and process documentations, 1st level support and user trainings
Support of the roll-out in our international units

REQUIREMENTS
University degree with focus on controlling, finance or accounting or university degree in business informatics
At least 5 years of experience as SAP key user in controlling or accounting and profound knowledge of the SAP FI/CO module
Very good understanding of controlling or accounting processes
Good command of English and willingness to travel sometimes (approx. 20%)
Communicative, motivated personality with a result-driven and structured way of working

WE OFFER
The minimum annual gross pay for this position is 41,542 Euros according to the collective agreement. A possible overpay depends on
your individual job experience and qualification.
Furthermore, we offer flexible working hours, a cooperative working environment with attractive benefits and exciting perspectives.
Use your know-how and skills for an exciting job within a dynamic company culture and start your career in a diversified field of
responsibility
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